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As long as health communications have existed in the USA, Americans have faced the task of sorting the agenda of the source from the advice it provides. That task has become more complicated as advances in the science of nutrition and the technology used to present it have heightened the complexity of nutrition communications. Getting consumers to adopt a healthier diet has been a protracted undertaking with limited successes along the way. The obesity epidemic has added urgency to this discourse: not only do we need to eat better, but most of us also need to eat less. This paper reviews the dynamics that have made the communication of accurate and actionable health behaviour information an ongoing challenge, and outlines strategies for moving ahead. It considers the interplay of four sets of factors: the evolutionary nature of the science on which recommendations are based; the many sources of communication about that science; the agendas or motivations of each source; and finally the multifaceted nature of consumers, the recipients of these communications. Communication alone has not been, and will not be, sufficient for consumers to adopt the behavioural changes endorsed by experts. Broad environmental interventions coupled with individual skills development will need to be part of the process. Ultimately, it is the consumer who decides what is for dinner. Media literacy will play a critical role in building consumer efficacy in sorting fact from fiction in order to select food for a healthful diet.

Nutrition: Communications: Behaviour: Change

Health communication in the USA traces its origins to the Reverend Cotton Mather, a minister who began preaching at the North Church in Boston in the late 17th century. A participant in the Salem witch trials, Mather is often linked to the hanging of innocent women considered to be witches(1). However, he was also interested in medicine and worked with Dr Zabdiel Boylston on the development of a smallpox vaccine. Convinced of its benefits in controlling the deadly disease, Mather used his pulpit to urge parishioners to get vaccinated. Unfortunately, there are no records of just how many followed his advice to engage in a single behaviour with demonstrated effectiveness to protect against a disease to which they most surely felt susceptible. Modern health communications students might view this as an early application of the Health Belief Model to influence individual behaviour(2). In recent times, health educators have advocated strongly for the use of theoretical models in the design and implementation of effective communications(3).

Nutrition recommendations became the province of early preachers a century later. Sylvester Graham, a Presbyterian minister, described as an ‘American dietary reformer,’ believed that a vegetarian diet cured alcoholism and sexual urges(4). Appealing to the chronic dyspepsia of his time, Graham boasted that his bread, first prepared in 1829, was made from ‘unsifted’ flour and free from chemical additives, such as alum and chlorine(4). His hypothesis, which pre-dated our understanding of nutrients found in bran, was that lost bulk diluted the health of our diets(4). Graham had a strong influence on Dr John Harvey (J.H.) and Will Keith (W.K.) Kellogg, brothers best known for the cereal company that bears their name. The brothers
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developed cereal flakes in 1896 as a bread substitute for John Harvey’s patients at his Battle Creek sanatorium\(^{(5)}\). W.K., the more entrepreneurial, saw an opportunity to compete with C.W. Post, who manufactured Grape Nuts and was viewed as Kellogg’s chief rival\(^{(5)}\). W.K. added sugar to corn flakes and pursued an aggressive marketing campaign\(^{(4,6)}\). By appealing to taste first, and then health, the Kellogg’s brand took off. Since then, the essential nature of taste before health has been a continuous challenge to those who urge Americans to consume more healthful diets.

From these beginnings, the intertwining of nutrition information and misinformation has frustrated scientists, health providers, communicators, and most importantly, consumers. This paper traces the evolution of nutrition communication in the USA and its effect on behaviour from just before the turn of the 20th century, when the federal government first began advising Americans how to eat, until now. It considers the interplay of four sets of factors: the evolutionary nature of the science; the many sources of communication about that science; the agendas or motivations of each source; and finally the complex nature of consumers, the recipients of these communications. It seeks to explain how the interplay of these factors has made the communication of sound, timely, information to improve consumer health an ongoing challenge. While the paper’s goal is to discuss applications in the United States, many of the issues addressed are relevant to European readers.

**Why changing behaviour is so difficult**

*Nutrition science is evolutionary not revolutionary*

In an ideal world, evidence based knowledge that derives from scientific inquiry would inform all communication about recommended dietary behaviours. If that was the case, specific dietary guidance to the public would come from a respected authority only when there was solid scientific agreement on a given nutrition topic. Ancillary messages from other sources would augment that advice with consistent actionable behaviours. That scenario is both impractical and highly unlikely. As we will discuss, even recommendations that appear most solidly grounded in scientific evidence may be modified as a result of continued scientific inquiry, technological innovations and re-evaluation of past observations.

The case of dietary behaviours and CVD illustrates the problem. A link between diet and atherosclerosis was first observed in rabbits in 1904\(^{(7)}\). More than 50 years later, the relationship between diet and serum cholesterol levels was widely accepted. The first guidance for the public was not released until 1977, when the US Senate Select Committee on Nutrition and Human Needs recommended that Americans limit the percentage of KJ (kcal) from total and saturated fat and their cholesterol intake\(^{(9)}\). In 1980 recommendations for dietary modification to reduce the risk of CVD and stroke in the population were articulated in the first Dietary Guidelines for Americans\(^{(9)}\). In 1980, the guideline for consumers seems to reflect a growing consensus:

‘Most health authorities recommend an American diet with less fat, saturated fat and cholesterol.’

Dietary Guidelines for Americans 1980\(^{(9)}\)

But for the US population as a whole, the authors concluded that a reduction in intake of total fat, saturated fat and cholesterol was sensible. Controversy was acknowledged in a similar statement five years later\(^{(10)}\), but by 1990, the guideline for consumers seems to reflect a growing consensus:

‘There is controversy about what recommendations are appropriate for healthy Americans.’

Dietary Guidelines for Americans 1990\(^{(11)}\)

The basic concepts of dietary fat recommendations have changed relatively little over the last 30 years, although subtle modifications to the language of the Guidelines reflect evolving thinking among scientists. For example, the 1990 guideline, which recommends limiting fat to 30% of total KJ (kcal), reflects the belief that restricting total fat would also lead to a reduction in saturated fat. With growing evidence that the types of fat mattered, thinking began to shift\(^{(12–14)}\). In 2000, the Dietary Guidelines Advisory Committee concluded that ‘the scientific evidence does not support assigning first priority to a diet low in fat\(^{(15)}\).’ The guideline communicates this shift by encouraging a ‘moderate’ rather than ‘low’ fat intake.

Two things had become clear. First, to limit total fat intake, consumers had turned to ‘low fat’ products which often were *not* lower in total KJ (kcal) than their full fat counterparts. In fact, excessive consumption of these products was associated with undesirable weight gain\(^{(16)}\).

‘...Low fat doesn’t always mean low calorie,’ the 2000 guidelines warned. ‘Sometimes, extra sugars are added to low-fat muffins or desserts, for example, and they may be very high in KJ (kcal).’\(^{(17)}\)

Second, substitution of highly refined carbohydrates had undesirable effects on serum lipid levels in some individuals\(^{(18–20)}\). The 2005 Dietary Guidelines acknowledge these observations by endorsing an increased intake of whole grains. They also emphasise the undesirable effects of *trans* fatty acids on cardiovascular health\(^{(21)}\).

The most recent Dietary Guidelines Advisory Committee has now delivered its recommendations to the USDA and US Department of Health and Human Services. These are currently being translated into the 2010 Dietary Guidelines\(^{(22)}\). The language in the report reflects an increasing focus on the type, rather than overall fat content of the diet\(^{(22)}\).

The committee suggests that consumers first try to limit their intakes of saturated fat to 10% of total KJ (kcal) and gradually cut back to 7%, acknowledging the gap between current consumer behaviour and the scientifically desirable goal\(^{(22)}\). The 2010 report singles out a reduction in solid fat, along with added sugars, estimated to provide 35% of total KJ (kcal), as an effective way to achieve a ‘badly...’
needed' reduction in energy intake(22) This increased emphasis on reducing saturated fat reflects the high level of concern over the energy imbalance that is leading to the obesity crisis in the US. Unfortunately, few consumers know how many kJ (kcal) they consume, let alone the percentage of those kJ (kcal) that comes from saturated fat(23).

The example of dietary fat recommendations is replayed in more specific recommendations to prevent hypertension, certain cancers, osteoporosis and other chronic diseases. These are generally articulated by a committee of experts, with careful attention to the science that underlies them, for consumers, who typically do not choose the foods they eat with an eye to prevention of one or more specific diseases, or to chronic disease prevention in general(24).

Talking to consumers about nutrition: many voices, many perspectives

The fundamental purpose of nutrition science and the policies derived from it is to influence consumer behaviour. That requires persuasive communication. The problem is that communication comes from multiple sources, often with different perspectives, different biases and different agendas. This communications web includes all levels of government, non-profit groups and advocacy organisations, the media, the food and beverage industries and consumers themselves. Each group has its own perspective on topics relevant to them.

Scientists

The primary career goal for most scientists is to contribute to the evidence base in their area of expertise and to stimulate discussion among peers. As a group, they enjoy a high level of credibility with the public. Many are excellent communicators and choose to explain their research to the public through popular books, in speaking engagements and other media appearances, and, more recently, through social media channels. As long as the science they present has gone through peer review and is presented in the context of the larger body of evidence on the topic that is fine. A problem can occur when individuals who may or may not have recognised credentials position themselves as authorities and speak to the public with information and advice that is not evidence-based and may even be inaccurate. Guidance on that issue was considered important enough that it was addressed directly in a set of guidelines intended for those involved in the communication of science, including scientists themselves(25).

Academic institutions

Academic institutions seek to increase exposure of research conducted by the scientists who work there, while at the same time, maintaining credibility. As government funding has shrunk, concern over industry-funded research in academic settings has grown. There is a perception that it is more likely to be biased than the research supported by the government and non-profit foundations(26,27). There is also debate around the role of academic-university partnerships in shaping research agendas, and about how these relationships should be developed and disclosed(28–30). Although most universities have conflict of interest guidelines, they vary widely(31). Recently published guidelines include specific guidance for public communication of research findings and funding sources, acknowledging the importance of providing accurate information to the public(32).

Medical journals

Journals want to publish cutting edge, peer review research. The more successful they are, the higher their subscription base and the better their advertising revenues(33–35). To promote the research they publish, they use press releases, and, in some cases, video news releases to help journalists cover stories they believe will be of interest to their viewers/listeners. The New England Journal of Medicine does not issue press releases. Instead, it sends embargoed copies to eligible reporters several days before subscribers receive it(36–38). That gives journalists time to research and prepare more accurate reports, and maximise the number of articles published in that journal that are covered by the media. The effect of this approach on accuracy of reporting does not appear to have been evaluated systematically. Nor do we know the extent to which the decision by a journal to issue press releases for specific articles affects consumer understanding.

The US Government

The US government, mainly through the USDA has provided nutrition information to consumers since the late 19th century. Communications that focused on a nutritionally balanced diet in periods of scarcity during the world wars served two agendas: maintaining the health of civilians throughout rationing, and diverting energy dense foodstuffs for the war effort. USDA communications have continued to serve multiple agendas: in addition to having the largest budget for nutrition education and outreach, the department regulates a huge share of our food production system.

The USDA’s role in communication of health information has sometimes appeared to be in conflict with its role in agricultural production. Periodically, USDA communications that appear to favour large commodity production have engendered cries of bias from watchdog organisations and individuals who saw tension between agricultural policy and public health interests. This possible conflict has sometimes raised serious questions about USDA judgments(39). In 1991, when the USDA released the Food Guide Pyramid graphic, designed to communicate key messages of the 1990 Dietary Guidelines, a New York Times headline paraphrased an old saw to reflect its view that the recommendations were biased to encourage more meat consumption: ‘Are cattlemen across the country now guarding the hen house?’(40) Media influence was so powerful that the graphic was abruptly withdrawn for further study(41).
A similar incident occurred when the Dietary Guidelines 2000 were released. In that year, the Dietary Guidelines Advisory Committee recommendation on sugar read:

‘Choose beverages and foods that limit your intake of sugars’(15)

The version for public dissemination read (italics authors’ own)

‘Choose beverages and foods to moderate your intake of sugars’(17)

Again, there were cries that lobbyists for sugar and sugary foods and beverages had prevailed to allow language sounding more accepting of sugar. The media focused on the question of whether the government was ‘soft’ on sugar(42–44). The furore faded, but more important, the effect of the language change on consumers was small. In 2005, Americans were consuming triple the amount of sugar recommended(45). Analysis of National Health and Nutrition Examination Surveys data from 1999 to 2006 show an average consumption of 15.8% of KJ (kcal) from added sugar compared to just over 10% in the late 1970s(46).

Non-profit and advocacy organisations

Non-profit organisations engage in consumer communication for many reasons, chief among them to influence policy and public opinion, and behaviour. They must also maintain their own visibility in order to raise funds to sustain their organisational missions.

Advocacy organisations. The Center for Science in the Public Interest, an advocacy organisation, has two missions, ‘to conduct innovative research and advocacy programs in health and nutrition, and to provide consumers with current, useful information about their health and well-being’(47). As a watchdog agency, it plays an active role in communicating critical perspectives on issues such as the Dietary Guidelines. Center for Science in the Public Interest staff scrutinise each new edition for signs that recommendations reflect biases, particularly towards large agricultural groups and food producers who may have lobbied hard to modify one recommendation or another. The fact that the Center for Science in the Public Interest receives revenue primarily from newsletter subscriptions and private donations, none of them from industry, is intended to reassure the public that they are ‘unbiased.’

The Center for Science in the Public Interest has been extremely successful both in direct communication with the public through their newsletter and in the effective use of mainstream media outlets. Some communications appear balanced. Their Nutrition Policy Brief with the headline ‘Most Companies Replace the Trans Fat with Healthier Fats’ is a good example(48). At other times, they are intentionally provocative. Headlines such as the 1994 ‘Heart Attack on a Plate’, used to describe fettuccine alfredo, offer an early example of an approach they have continued to use and one which attracts considerable media attention. A recent Nutrition Newsletter that ranked the ‘Ten Worst and Best Foods’ described a Grands! line of cinnamon roll as ‘Burial Grands . . . My heart to yours . . .’(49). The 2010 X-Treme Food Awards that described the topping on one dish as the ‘coup de grease’(50) received coverage in major news outlets across the country, among them the Wall Street Journal, USA Today and ABC News. While these stories are widely covered by the media and raise awareness of the organisation, their contribution to consumer understanding of nutrition and their effect on consumer behaviour are difficult to quantify.

Other non-profit organisations. Another broad group of non-profits, with specific health and diet-related missions, includes organisations such as the American Heart Association and the American Cancer Society. These organisations which must maintain a level of public exposure to sustain the donations that support their work, issue and promote guidelines for diets that may be similar but not identical in language to those of the government (and therefore a source of confusion to consumers). The American Heart Association partners with industry to endorse for a fee, through a logo, food products they judge to be compatible with their own guidelines. How this affects consumer behaviour is unknown, but critics of the program questioned the appropriateness of the endorsement on heavily sugared cereals(51,52). Since publication of the American Heart Association consensus statement on sugars(53), fewer cereals are listed among those carrying the ‘Heart Check’. Again the extent to which consumers are influenced by the logo or confused by statements that seem to be in some conflict with more general guidelines is not known.

The food and beverage industries

Finally, there is the food industry, which uses multiple communication channels to sell products. Their mission is to achieve profitable growth through products that align with the public interest; for example food safety, health and nutrition, environmental sustainability, and promote innovation(54). By producing and promoting the majority of foods found on supermarket shelves, industry plays a pivotal role in shaping our food decisions, desires and demands. Industry responds to each edition of the Dietary Guidelines with new and reformulated products to address recommendations while generating revenue. (In 1996, industry’s low-fat reformulations peaked: 2076 new reduced fat and low-fat products were introduced(55). Introductions slumped by the late 1990s due to declining consumer interest and market saturation(55). The 2005 Dietary Guidelines recommendation to ‘make half your grains whole’ was met with product reformulations and introductions, as well as promotions through the Whole Grain Council(56).) It is not the intent of this paper to focus on the intrinsic qualities of the products that appear (and disappear) each year. Rather, we raise the question of when, whether, and how is it appropriate to promote foods that may contain compounds shown to have specific health benefits.

Vague promises of better nutrition have been an essential part of advertising and promotional materials since the early 20th century(40). Capitalising on the great discoveries of essential nutrients, food manufacturers began to sell foods nutrient-by-nutrient, a strategy that remains active.
today. A 1925 Grape Nuts advertisement in the Ladies Home Journal claimed that ‘It is a nourishing food, giving your body dextrins, maltose and other carbohydrates for heat and energy; … protein for muscle and body-building; and the essential vitamin-B, a builder of the appetite’\(^{(57)}\). In the 1950s the makers of Wonder Bread\(^{(8)}\), an enriched and fortified product, boasted that it could ‘build strong bodies eight ways,’ a reference to the eight essential nutrients it contained\(^{(58)}\). Advertisements listed the benefits of these nutrients. Approximately 10 years later, the number of nutrients had grown to twelve and Wonder was marketed as ‘… the bread that helps build strong bodies 12 ways’\(^{(59)}\).

The growing recognition that compounds in foods might protect against one disease or another increased the power of nutrition to sell products. In 1984, Kellogg’s decided to ignore a 40-year-old US Food and Drug Administration regulation on health claims on food labels. They obtained a National Cancer Institute endorsement of their claim that ‘eating high-fiber foods along with certain other dietary practices ‘may reduce your risk of some kinds of cancer,’ and that All-Bran was a ‘natural high-fiber cereal’. Short-term effects on cereal sales were dramatic\(^{(60)}\). Packaging, promotion and advertising contained a single message that consumers could easily understand and act on.

The US Food and Drug Administration did not pursue legal action against Kellogg’s, perhaps because the claims were not seen as misleading\(^{(61)}\). However, the company’s aggressive sales tactic set in motion a policy-making process, intended to protect consumers from unsubstantiated health claims, that has led to a series of regulations that specify what can and cannot be said on food packages\(^{(62)}\). Ironically, there are signs that consumers are confused by these statements\(^{(63,64)}\) and likely to see a claim as part of a health ‘halo’ surrounding a product\(^{(65)}\).

Vast amounts of research, often supported by the food industry, continue to explore the role of isolated compounds in health promotion. This research, important to advancing our understanding of the science of food and nutrition, might not be done if it were not of interest to the food industry. Communication of research findings can be highly successful, at least in the short term, in selling foods and beverages. Reporting results of single studies, even before the research has been peer reviewed, with no clear picture of the larger context, may foster confusion and ill-informed choices.

Consumers learn from the media that lycopene in tomatoes may reduce the risk of prostate cancer\(^{(66,67)}\) (only to learn later that this link is not robust\(^{(68)}\)); lutein in spinach may cut the risk of degenerative eye disease\(^{(69,70)}\); and resveratrol found mainly in red wine may prevent vascular disease\(^{(71–74)}\). Press releases that promote findings from these studies help ensure that results find their way into mainstream media. The translation and communication of these messages tends to be that one or another compound or food is ‘good for you’ or ‘bad for you.’ Tomatoes, almonds, walnuts, pomegranate juice and even red wine, all the subject of recent research, can fit within a healthful diet\(^{(75)}\). However, the selection of any one of these and countless other ‘super’ foods for special promotion outside the context of a healthful diet is questionable\(^{(75)}\). This type of communication overwhelms consumers. It may even add up to a message to ‘eat more’.

The ‘Media’

The media landscape has changed dramatically over the past 15 years and continues to evolve rapidly. Media today include a heterogeneous collection of channels through which to communicate with consumers. Scientists and other health professionals concerned with the influence of communications on consumer confusion about nutrition and health often point to ‘the media’ as responsible for inaccurate reporting leading to consumer confusion.

Several things are often overlooked in this criticism. First, journalists can report only information provided to them and thus, the source(s) rather than the messengers may be responsible for much of the consumer confusion. Second, many scientists, often with their own biases, communicate directly to consumers. It is unrealistic to expect consumers to understand the difference between evidence that is balanced and that which is not.

Third, the ‘news hole,’ on air time or print space, has been shrinking steadily as fewer people buy newspapers and magazines and rely less on television for nightly news\(^{(76)}\). Between 1995 and 2008, the percentage of individuals who sought nutrition information on the Internet climbed from 3 to 24%, and now ranks third, after television and magazines, and ahead of newspapers\(^{(24)}\).

Fourth, the introduction of new technologies has accelerated the pace of communication, making it difficult, and sometimes impossible, for journalists to take the time to investigate a study and conduct the level of inquiry required to report it accurately. News coverage is continuous and there is a constant demand for something ‘new’. Fewer and fewer news outlets have medical and health reporters on staff to cover very complex topics. Instead, science news is reported by generalists who cover many topics and do not have the background to understand the context of a particular journal article or meeting presentation. Overlaid on this time pressure is the demand by many news organisations that media coverage be sensational to capture its share of the viewer/listener/reader market. All of these factors suggest that increasingly constrained communicators may be more likely to depend on single sources and on information provided through press releases and wire services.

Finally, mainstream use of the Internet has greatly diminished the ability of gatekeepers to filter information. A unique feature of nutrition communication is that everyone eats and therefore has expertise on the topic. Those who wished to do so have always communicated their dietary insights. Now, the Internet has enabled ‘citizen journalism’ to expand exponentially\(^{(77)}\), raising the challenge for individuals to sort nutrition facts from fiction.

In a recent study of web site content, 110 sites identified by popular search engines (using the terms ‘nutrition+ diet’) were compared to forty websites randomly selected from healthfinder.gov, a government portal, for content quality. Those identified by search engines scored significantly lower \((P<0.0001)\) than those chosen from healthfinder.gov\(^{(78)}\). Sites identified by search engines were
easier to navigate \((P<0.001)\), and had higher usability \((P<0.0001)\)\(^{79}\), suggesting that web pages that are the easiest to find and to use may, in fact, not be communicating accurate content. It has also been shown that lay Internet users often base perceptions of credibility on website design and layout\(^{79}\).

Somewhat inconsistent with this perception is the observation that consumers say that the sources of the information they use most frequently are the ones they trust the least. A 2008 survey by the American Dietetic Association found that registered dietitians and nutritionists were ranked most credible by nearly 80% of those surveyed. Physicians (61%) and nurses (57%) came next. In contrast, the most frequently used sources were television, magazines and the Internet. Yet only 14% of those who depended on television, 25% of those who used magazines and 22% of those who used the Internet, rated those sources as highly credible\(^{23}\). These findings are consistent with more general findings about Americans’ opinion of information they obtain from mass media\(^{77}\).

The power and the problem of press releases

Press releases have been and continue to be widely used by virtually all players in the nutrition communication process. The mode of transmission has changed over time, but the purpose has remained constant, quite simply to generate interest. Press releases increase the chance of getting media coverage and they shape subsequent reporting\(^{80,81,82}\). In one recent study, more than one third of US health news stories seemed to rely solely or largely on press releases\(^{82}\).

Publicity associated with a recently published study of the effects of high-fructose corn syrup on rats is a case in point. In recent years, high-fructose corn syrup has become a polarising ingredient. Reports of studies of how it is metabolised by the body have confused understanding of its role in a healthful diet and obscured the more fundamental issue of excess sugar consumption. In March 2010, a paper in Pharmacology, Biochemistry and Behavior\(^{83}\) gained attention across academic list servers, in major US newspapers, and on popular blogs. The study had serious design flaws and it is reasonable to believe that it attracted attention because Princeton University issued a press release entitled ‘A sweet problem: Princeton researchers find that high-fructose corn syrup prompts considerably more weight gain’\(^{84}\). A content analysis of media coverage of the article found that few authors went beyond the press release to include details from the journal article, much less to put the findings into the context of the considerable body of research in human subjects\(^{85}\).

A recent study of press releases from the top twenty academic medical centers in the United States found that investigators routinely request press releases to promote their work and are regularly involved in editing and approving them\(^{80}\). At all twenty centers, media coverage is an important measure of their success, and most report the number of ‘media hits’ to the administration. Of the ninety-five releases about primary human research, 77% provided study size and most quantified the main finding in some way; 47% used at least one absolute number; the most transparent way to represent results. However, only 17% of the human studies were either randomised trials or meta-analyses, while 40% reported on studies with small samples, uncontrolled interventions, primary surrogate outcomes, or unpublished meeting reports\(^{80}\). Fewer than half provided relevant limitations. Nearly 30% of the releases were rated as exaggerating study findings and one in four investigator quotes were judged to overstate research importance\(^{80}\).

The media: headlines v. content

If the press release is often the first link in the communication chain that sets the tone for talking to the public about nutrition issues, the headlines that follow have a lot to do with how consumers view a story. The problem is that headlines, which are commonly not written by the same person that provides the content, are designed to be provocative enough to capture a reader’s attention. Consumers generally do not know this. In fact, the story may well be more balanced than its title suggests. The butter v. margarine story illustrates how media headlines and coverage of the science that follows can shape attitudes among consumers and politicians alike.

Scientists saw ‘the trans fat story’ as evolving science. Consumers saw it as the butter v. margarine debate, an example of scientists providing confusing, seemingly duplicitous advice. When the 1980 Dietary Guidelines were released, consumers were advised to choose soft margarine and to:

‘Limit your intake of butter, cream, hydrogenated margarine, shortening and coconut oil and foods made from such products.’\(^{77}\)

Unfortunately, to create a butter-like texture, margarines were produced with trans fats, which found their way into an increasing number of processed foods. In the early 1990s evidence emerged to suggest that trans fats in margarine and other processed foods had a similar physiologic effect to that of butter\(^{14,86–88}\). In the 2000 Dietary Guidelines, consumers were advised to limit their intake of trans fatty acids\(^{17}\). By 2005, the advice to limit trans fatty acids had become a key recommendation\(^{21}\) and in 2006, labelling of trans fatty acids on the Nutrition Facts panel of packaged foods became mandatory. The communication of newer knowledge of trans fats was reported with what can fairly be described as ‘sensationalism.’ The effect on consumer attitudes was profound.

‘The feeling of being ripped off is acute, says Steve Barnett, a principal with Global Business Network . . . . People are saying ‘I’ve spent 10 years eating this stuff I don’t like and for what?’’

Wall Street Journal, Thursday 24 June, 1993\(^{80}\)

The subject was covered intensively by the media over the 15 years that the science was evolving, often with highly
provocative headlines and in some cases, in equally provocative text:

1990: ‘Margarine may boost cholesterol. (Wall Street Journal)’
1999: ‘Proposal would label per-serving amount of ‘phantom fat’’ (USA Today)
2003: The hidden fat: Some scientists have known about the dangers of trans fats for more than two decades. What took the government so long? (The Washington Post)

Consumers may, if they read beyond the first paragraph, even to the end of the article get the complete and accurate story. An editorial entitled ‘Diet Roulette’ that appeared in the New York Times following the publication of an article in the American Journal of Public Health illustrates the point. The copy contained such phrases as:

‘... they (Americans) now learn that margarine may also be lethal ... Researchers blame trans fats for more than 30,000 deaths each year ...’

It is not until the final paragraph that the editorial provides the critical balance:

‘...those who eat lots of margarine should not take the latest findings as an excuse to return to butter ... The best advice ... remains what it has always been: Cut back on all kinds of fats. Less fat almost always means less trans fat as well.’

The outrage generated through articles with headlines and content like this was ultimately effective in driving both policy action and industry reformulation. The message that science evolves was lost in communication.

**Getting consumers to adopt healthy lifestyle behaviours: the challenges**

For nearly 70 years, dietary advice to consumers focused on groups of foods with nutritionally similar profiles. This advice was captured in recommendations such as the Basic Seven Food Groups and later by the Basic Four. With growing recognition of the role of nutrition in health promotion and disease prevention, dietary guidance shifted to a nutrient-based approach and recommendations such as those for dietary fat and cholesterol. Considerable data suggest that this approach has not served as a powerful influence on consumer knowledge or, more importantly, their behaviour, in the desired direction. Studies of consumer understanding of the dietary guidelines for dietary fat over time illustrate the limited progress made in helping consumers develop the knowledge and skills they need in order to make informed choices.

Qualitative research conducted for the 1985 Dietary Guidelines found that not one participant could define fat, saturated fat or cholesterol. Other studies found that consumers remained confused about healthy versus unhealthy fat and about which foods contain which. Even when participants were able to correctly recall fat recommendations, they did not feel they knew how to ‘get there’.

In focus groups, conducted to prepare for the 2000 Guidelines, consumers said they preferred direct messages. Some were confused by the term ‘balance’ and by words that seemed too permissive, like ‘enjoy’. Communications research conducted roughly 5 years later found that familiarity with healthy eating messages did not translate into understanding; some terms remained unclear even though they were ‘heard before’. The 2005 Dietary Guidelines attempted to address the gaps in comprehension and behaviour by changing the intended audience. These guidelines specified that the document was designed for ‘policy makers, healthcare providers, nutritionists and nutrition educators,’ acknowledging that translation to actionable messages for consumers would depend on the expertise of those who understand consumer behaviour.

Data from the National Health and Nutrition Examination Surveys and the Continuing Surveys of Food Intakes by Individuals show a decrease in percentage of energy from fat over time. However, total grams of fat have been on the rise and greatly exceed recommended intake. Average daily energy intake has continually increased since the advent of Dietary Guidelines, a trend that has influenced the content of subsequent editions. Consumers do not know how many KJ (kcal) they consume or how many they should consume. Moreover, a recent national survey found that nearly 30% of consumers had ‘never heard’ of the Dietary Guidelines and another 48% ‘knew very little about them’. This makes recommendations about fat as a percentage of total KJ (kcal) rather meaningless. Some experts insist that the 2010 Dietary Guidelines champion a food-based approach.

The latest report from the 2010 Dietary Guidelines Advisory Committee differs from earlier versions in significant ways. The first of its four broad recommendations is to ‘reduce the incidence and prevalence of overweight and obesity of the US population by reducing overall calorie intake and increasing physical activity’. In contrast to previous versions that have addressed the importance of achieving and maintaining a healthy weight, the 2010 edition addresses the obesity epidemic directly. It recommends a shift to a more plant-based diet, and a reduction in added sugars and solid fats. To narrow the gap between actual and recommended behaviours for Americans will require broad environmental changes, agricultural changes, and innovative approaches to changing individual behaviours that acknowledge the major determinants of food intake behaviours. Given the increased awareness of linkages between diet and environmental sustainability, it is likely that nutrition messages will become even more complex in years to come.
A fundamental problem is that taste is the primary determinant of what foods most people choose to eat most of the time. While it is possible to modify taste preferences for individual foods, as has happened in the gradual shift from whole to lower-fat and fat-free milk or to increase consumption of a particular food like broccoli, when consumers are told that it is protective against certain cancers, dietary changes that require the wholesale cultivation of new tastes are challenging.

For most individuals, health is third or fourth in the hierarchy of individual food choice decision-making. In the American Dietetic Association Trends survey, 73% of the respondents said they did not want to give up the foods they like and nearly 80% said they were satisfied with the way they eat. Only 43% cited a lack of nutrition knowledge as a reason for not doing more. Given the overwhelming evidence that American diets are too high in energy, saturated fat and added sugars, there is clearly a mismatch between dietary recommendations for health and individual attitudes and behaviours. We need more effective ways to persuade consumers that ‘good for you’ foods taste good, can be cost-effective to purchase, and convenient to prepare. Interventions rooted in behaviour-change theory have a critical role to play in advancing these efforts.

The cost of food and the convenience of preparing it interfere with efforts to persuade consumers to change their dietary patterns. One in four believes that it costs more to eat healthfully and 63% said that price played a major role in purchase of a product for the first time. This sensitivity to price has only increased as an economic recession has compelled consumers to pursue cost-savings strategies. The increased popularity of turkey burgers is an example where convenience, taste and concerns about health converge, one that can serve as a model for encouraging shifts in eating behaviour.

At the time of the 1969 White House Conference on Food, Nutrition, and Health, Dr Jean Mayer, the chairman, famously called Americans a nation of nutritional illiterates. While change in ‘nutrition literacy’ among Americans is not monitored systematically, it is realistic to assume that, if asked, most Americans can provide a generally accurate description of a ‘healthy diet’ even if they do not understand the differences among fatty acids or even how many kJ (kcal) they should consume. When it comes to dietary details, many report that they are ‘confused,’ and attribute that confusion to their perception that scientists are always changing their minds.

An alternate explanation is that the perception of confusion is exaggerated. The disconnect between recommendations and individual choices may be due, in part, to cognitive dissonance, or the conflict over behavioural choices. That is, much of the evidence that promotes healthier food choices is in conflict with natural preferences for energetically dense foods. When advised to select foods or diets that conflict with their natural preferences, individuals face two options. One is to ignore the advice. The alternative is to adopt the dietary recommendations being suggested. Those who choose the latter option, only to find that evidence for that option needs to be modified, often become frustrated.

Opportunities for best practices

There is an unprecedented urgency to the task of motivating American consumers to eat less and to eat differently. This paper has outlined some of the major communication challenges that have limited progress towards that goal in the 30 years since the first set of Dietary Guidelines were issued, and has explored the role of many of the players in the communication of nutrition information. The question remains: how best to use the power of communication to promote healthful consumer behaviours?

Scientists can contribute by taking the time to explain their research in language that journalists can understand, including all press releases that are issued to promote their work. Working together, scientists and press offices in academic institutions have an opportunity to balance the accuracy of the science they promote with language that informs accurate reporting and draws favourable attention to the institution.

Non-profit organisations should accept the challenge of preserving their own identity within the context of the messages of the Dietary Guidelines. Advocacy organisations must continue to play a role in helping to ensure a level communication playing field.

Experts have recommended that industry and government work together to advance the health of American consumers, both in terms of new products and in ways to communicate about them. For consumers who depend heavily on packaged foods, understanding nutrition labels is critical to making informed choices. Front-of-pack labelling, while not discussed specifically in this paper, can provide a major opportunity to assist consumers with making quick yet informed food choices; however, this approach has not yet proven to influence dietary behaviour.

The White House Task Force on Childhood Obesity has recommended developing a ‘standard system of nutrition labelling for the front of packages’, as well as uniform standards and definitions around marketing to children. This report outlines a series of recommendations intended to create environmental changes that make it easier for children to eat healthfully and to be active.

The government, in cooperation with other partners, has the opportunity to communicate behavioural information to consumers in language they understand and accept. That will require extensive consumer research as well as changes in the advisory groups the government convenes. These committees should routinely include experts in consumer communication to avoid creating gaps between the language of the guidelines and the consumer’s ability to comprehend them and to modify behaviour if necessary.

... members are typically not consumer experts. Neither are they experts in the qualitative methods required to design educational materials that effectively communicate desired messages. If advice from relevant experts ... were available more readily, debate over the wording of messages would be more informed, and the
text for the final consumer booklet likely would be improved.

The Dietary Guidelines 2000 Advisory Committee Report (15)

Finally, it must be acknowledged that consumers will need to take responsibility for their own diets and those of their families. In addition to the environmental and economical challenges mentioned, a major barrier is the widespread lack of skills in food preparation (132). If we are to improve the diets of consumers, we will need to find creative ways to provide them with the intellectual tools they need to understand the most important elements of a healthful diet and the skills they need to purchase and prepare it. Communication alone will not affect behaviour change.
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